
CSO Comments on the Gender and Social Inclusion Policy (BM18, October 2017) 
(Delivered during the informal consultations prior to BM18) 
 

Priority for civil society; strong engagement in getting the gender policy and action plan, but also 
integration in GCF policy and policy review. Happy to see this going forward provided substantive 
inputs (40 pages), happy to see the mention and inclusion of a number of the recommendations in the 
CSO joint submission on the review of the GCF Gender policy. 

 
A number of these points which we see reflected strengthen the gender equality focus both at the GCF 
board, policy and project levels.  These include: 

 

• Firm basing of the gender equality and human rights based approach 

 
• Mandate for strong gender and social expertise in important Board Committees, Accreditation 

Panel and the ITAP 
 

• Exposure of board members to gender and social inclusion training 

 
• Requirements for all GCF Secretariat staff to get gender and social inclusion training as part of 

their work Board with new Board members transitioning in should be exposed to gender and 
social inclusion training 

 
• -Making gender and social inclusion action plan mandatory for project proposals right  from the 

early stage of project conceptualization with inclusive consultation and /participation. 
 

• Explore the creation of a gender advisory group 
  
We appreciate the effort to widen the focus of the gender policy beyond gender equality by 
acknowledging the broader multifaceted challenges that gender equality pursuits are embedded, as 

well as the intersectionality of gender issues.  
 
However, we are concerned that by renaming the policy as “Gender and Social Inclusion Policy” we 
could blur gender equality (with women as the centre to be in equality) into social equality (with 
Socially marginalized group as the centre.) The definitions of various gender terms given show this.   
It should be noted that the push for a gender policy is due acknowledgment of the historical 
discrimination of women. Therefore, the call to separate 'women' from 'social' term. This new name is 
potentially a step back from the progress of having women segregated from social. 
 

Also want to be clear that with a human-rights based focus the international human-rights obligation 
by countries are the guiding principles and we need to be careful not to undermine this with “carve 
outs” in the policy. 
 
Happy to see a log-frame for the GAP this time around, absolutely needed with indicators and 
budget/costing, but no clear indication that the Secretariat is moving forward with not just maintaining 
but adding gender expertise, not just one position, but disbursed throughout the Secretariat more 
widely. 
 



And as Member from Finland mentioned, accountability for this cannot be outsourced – not to AEs and 
then in AEs to consultants – the issue is building the gender capacity throughout 
 
We welcome the opportunity to provide more detailed, thorough remarks/comments following here the 
meeting and would appreciate an update on time-frame on how this can be accomplished in time for 

consideration at B.19. – gender manual was mentioned – CSOs did not have a chance to provide 
comments or inputs as we would have wished, as many of our colleagues have very practical 
experience of how gender issues have been failed in project implementations so far. 


